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helped make these videos. The video above shows you to replace the headlight in your Toyota
4Runner. Changing both headlight bulbs on your 4Runner at the same time will allow both bulbs
to have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter than the
bulb on the opposite side. In some Toyotas, the highbeam is the same bulb as the headlight and

it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they are the same
bulb and vise versa. Some Toyotas have high intensity discharge headlights, sometimes
referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through them, even
if the battery is disconnected. If your 4Runner has this type of bulb, we do not recommend that
you attempt to change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your 4Runner, it is
important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your
fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of
the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Many cars will burn or leak a little bit of oil. Over time, this adds up and you might
need to add some - learn how to here! Car companies often use the same engines in different
cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst
other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for
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If your car blows hot air when your air conditioner is turned on, try recharging the freon first.
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Fuel System. Remember Me? Site Navigation. Recommendations for headlight replacement. I'm
looking to upgrade original headlights on an '04 4Runner. Even restoring them back to clear,
with bright bulbs, it's still not that great. So looking to replace them as the wife has trouble at
night. I was looking at these headlights from Carid and getting the LED bulbs. How was the
install? Light output? Recommended alternatives? Thanks, Adrian. Originally Posted by
adrianp. Get TYC ones from rockauto. Pic of my setup below:. Last edited by V8Limited4wd; at
AM. I've got those with an HID kit. They're mediocre at best. Projectors are terrible. I'm about to
polish out my factory ones and just go back to those for a while until I retrofit. If you want to see
for yourself I'll have mine back from my detailer within a week. I'll sell you these that are only a
few days old. I like the halos on these a lot and I'll probably will be adding those on my retrofit
too. OP - if your original headlight lenses are in good condition no cracks etc I suggest
installing a pair of cheap aftermarket lights from Rock Auto they're a sponsoring vendor
here,probably have a discount code posted in their sub forum temporarily and do a HID
projector retrofit on the factory headlights. You can practically fit any aftermarket 3" lens
projector in the lowbeams while a smaller 2. Member's Picture Albums. Originally Posted by
chompster4runner. If your handy, do a proper HID projector retrofit. Cost about from
theretrofitsource. Originally Posted by V8Limited4wd. Originally Posted by dknguyenn.
Originally Posted by earthrealm. Yes it will fit, there will just be a tiny space in the area where
the grill meets the headlight which isn't noticeable due to the change in design in The
projectors are not made for HIDs and will never be as good as custom built ones. However, they
still work well with HIDs, light up the road better than reflectors, has a nice cutoff to avoid any
glares, and it's a fairly easy swap to do compared to making custom headlights. Originally
Posted by jsmith How do the TYC ones compare quality wise to oem? I've been tossing around
the idea of getting some of the smoked housing sport ones to replace my oem ones that I've
blacked out. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. I bought some from carid for my sons Pretty
easy install. Just have to get behind the trim piece under the headlight and a screw inside
fender well. Some great youtube videos of the install. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum
Rules. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service names
references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of

their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List.
Thread Tools. Rate Thread. Recommendations for headlight replacement I'm looking to upgrade
original headlights on an '04 4Runner. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by adrianp. Quote:
Originally Posted by adrianp I'm looking to upgrade original headlights on an '04 4Runner. Find
More Posts by chompster4runner. V8Limited4wd Member. Recommendations for headlight
replacement Get TYC ones from rockauto. Find More Posts by V8Limited4wd. Find More Posts
by dknguyenn. Find More Posts by earthrealm. Find More Posts by jsmith Find More Posts by
chrisholly. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. CV axle replacement recommendations. Latest
headlight bulb recommendations? Headlight film - recommendations? Look for Replacement
Headlight Bulbs - Recommendations. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member
yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Remember Me? Site Navigation. Hi All, Can anyone
recommend a good set of replacement headlight lens for my 4Runner? Mine have since clouded
over and lens cleaners have not provided me the results I want. I found a pair at
HeadlightsDepot. Has anyone purchased these? Can you lead me to others out there? Last
edited by rsimpson; at PM. I would stay away from any off brands for the headlights. Before you
give up on your headlights i would recommend trying the 3M restoration kit. That would clear
them up and be much cheaper. ORG Decals. Look for a quality headlight restoration kit. The
high quality ones will not only include the sanding pads, but a sealant to restore the UV
protection and stave off the clouding. As for the headlamps, I wouldn't touch those unless I
could see them in person to be honest. Originally Posted by BlackWorksInc. I used the 3M kit on
mine. I think the 3m kit was more aggressive, but the Meguires kit was more user friendly. And I
should mention that I think the sandpaper from that kit just scratched my lens and the polish
couldn't get the scratches out. Member's Picture Albums. I used a kit myself and although it
made it look better, it left some scratches and still looked a little foggy. I then went to a shop
and they did a headlight restoration and wow what a difference. I was going to get new
headlights, but now they look brand new! If the lens are dark yellow, do to fisrt, must be wet,
sprayed down the lens with some car soap, make it soapy, then in another bucket have the sand
paper soaking, soaked some too at the same time, so u take the or and go left and right, and use
a spray bottle to lube the surface up, remember to dip the sand paper too to rinse off the dirt. So
it for like 4 mins or so, ull see the dirt layer come off, then wipe with a cloth and feel for
smoothness, if its not smooth keep sanding. After wipe off, spray some more soapy water and
get the grit, go up and down till u see some clear. About 4 mins or so, the spray and wipe off, it
should look clearer. Now get some plastic polish, and use a buffer to polish it out, should take
less than 3 mins, do it twice and remmber to wipe off when finish. U should see a clear lens
now. Then apply some protectant, i just use the meguiars, its lasting for 4 months now.
Eventually its going to come back. Some detail forum is using minwax hellsman mix with
mineral spirit. I think its called spar mix, it looks like it held up for a year, or you can try
opticoat, its about 50 bucks and it do the same. Search on autogeek forums. They have pics of
headlight restoration. If u are on the cheap side, glass cleaner and toothpaste works, not as
good as wet sand. Blue cluster and climate controls. Full led conversion on interior and
exterior. Firestone CoilRite Bilstien 0. They now look new. Made a huge difference. I just bought
a and it has super yellow and hazy headlights. Had the detailer work on them, but they are still
yellow. Anyway to fix that? Originally Posted by Hobie Originally Posted by momo. I seriously
doubt it is on the inside. It is the UV coating that has broken down on the outside of the lens. I
just wet sanded mine, polished and sprayed mine with a UV clear coat. I have used the minwax
sealer on two sets and it looks great for about months before you need to reapply Quote:.
Originally Posted by riceandpho. This is what I did on mine. Wet sand with then grit I think. After
all of the old coating was completely gone they will look clear when wet, but completely foggy
when dry. Then my son shot automotive clear coat on them to protect them from UV. They look
as good now as they did two years ago when I did them. You can get the sandpaper at places
like Sherwyn Williams auto paint store. You may be able to get a body shop to spray them when
they are working on a car. You might have to ask quite a few before you find one willing. The
worst part is taking them out and putting them back in, by far. BB code is On. Smilies are On.
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Originally Posted by riceandpho If the lens are dark yellow, do to fisrt, must be wet, sprayed
down the lens with some car soap, make it soapy, then in another bucket have the sand paper
soaking, soaked some too at the same time, so u take the or and go left and right, and use a
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scratched my headlight lens. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet?
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Aside from causing you a great deal of hassle, these glitches could actually lead to hazardous
driving situations. Your Toyota 4Runner headlight assembly consists of various components
that work together in order to give you sufficient illumination during low-visibility driving
condition. Malfunction in any of these parts could cause the whole assembly to be incapable of
providing the necessary lighting. Here are the components that usually fail in a Toyota 4Runner
headlight assembly and what you could do about them:. If one of your headlights is not
working, the first thing to check is the bulb. Since bulbs have a limited lifespan, it is natural for
them to burn out eventually. How long they are used and the amount of vibration they are
exposed to are factors that affect their longevity. However, if the bulbs are in good condition,
inspect the socket and wires connected to them for corrosion and discoloration. Also, make
sure that these parts are clean. Replace worn-out parts or simply tighten those that have
loosened. If both of your headlights are not functioning, you need to check the connecting wires
for short circuit, which could be due to moisture or damage. Moisture buildup usually results
from a worn-out or defective seal in the headlight lens. In this case, the seal needs to be
changed. Don't forget to dry up the moisture and clean the headlight assembly before anything
else. Also, look for an exposed wire that could be touching a grounded metal part and have it
replaced. Another possible reason for a malfunctioning headlight is a blown fuse, which could
be identified if the metal strip inside is broken. You need to remove the fuse and replace it. Make
sure that the replacement fuse is with the same amperage as the old one. Sometimes, you may
notice that the brightness of your headlights changes during acceleration. In this case, the
problem may not exactly be within the headlight assembly but in some other system or
component like the alternator. A bad alternator usually affects the current flowing through the
car's battery, and as a result, there is insufficient electricity transmitted into the headlights.
Verify the suspected problem with the alternator and do the necessary measure. One
component that may require replacement over time is your Toyota 4Runner headlights. The
common symptoms of faulty Toyota 4Runner headlights include cracked or cloudy lenses and
flickering or busted headlights. These forward-facing lights aid driver visibility in low light
conditions. There have been four generations of the Toyota 4Runner. Each model year carries
parts that may vary in fit and design. This model is most known for innovating the mid-sized
SUV segment. Converted from the Hilux, the Toyota 4Runner paved the way for truck-based
SUVs to break into the scene in the mid to late 80s. It boasts rugged styling, superior towing
capacity, and ride comfort. One component that may require replacement is Toyota 4Runner
headlights. Cracked headlight lenses Due to the location of the headlight assembly above the
bumper, most vehicle owners have to deal with collision damage on their headlight lenses at
some point. Cracked lenses may shorten the service life of a headlight bulb because of
exposure to dirt, water, and debris. Over time, headlights may appear cloudy or yellow because
of oxidation. Moisture buildup inside the assembly is common among older vehicles with
cracked lenses or headlight housing that have been not been replaced. Left unfixed, oxidized
lenses can make your headlights appear dim and reduce its light output. Headlight bulbs
nearing the end of their service life may burn out one at a time. Your vehicle will most likely only

need a Toyota 4Runner headlight bulb replacement when this happens. This is often the case
for halogen headlights installed on older model years. If you are replacing a faulty halogen bulb,
you may want to consider upgrading to Toyota 4Runner LED headlights that are designed to
last the entire lifespan of your vehicle. If both bulbs go out at the same time, the most probable
cause is an electrical issue. This symptom could be related to power, switch, or relay problems.
The operation of these lights is not just critical for your safety, but also for the safety of other
vehicles on the road. Warning lights inside the headlight assembly help you safely navigate the
road by alerting other drivers of your intention to switch lanes or make a turn. The ability to
switch between low and high beam settings also allow drivers to observe road obstacles and
pedestrians in poorly lit areas without blinding oncoming traffic. Simply plug in your complete
vehicle information to narrow down your search to all compatible parts. Sometimes, the only
thing that's preventing your Toyota 4Runner headlight assembly from producing adequate
illumination is a pair of dirty headlight lenses. That simple problem could be easily taken care of
by cleaning the lenses thoroughly. However, an electrical malfunction in one or more of the
assembly's components may prevent your headlights from giving off the right level of
brightness. To avoid such problems and ensure proper lighting in poorly lit roads, follow these
simple tips on how to keep your Toyota 4Runner headlight assembly in good condition:.
Because your headlight assembly is in the front end of your vehicle, it is inevitable for dirt to get
stuck on it. So before it hardens and becomes difficult to remove, clean your headlights using
the proper cleaners like the aluminum polishing compound. This cleaning substance is effective
in restoring oxidized headlights as well. However, if the dirt is just mild, washing the surface of
your headlights with car soap will do. Look closely for scratches and polish your headlight lens
with an abrasive compound. However, if the scratch is deep enough for your fingernail to fit in,
fill it in with resin instead and sand it until it comes back to its original state. Tidy up your
headlight assembly from the inside, too. Spray on some glass cleaner on the headlight lens and
main housing and wipe them clean with paper towels. Make sure you unplug all electrical
connectors and remove the bulb from the headlight assembly before fixing the scratches. Also,
remember not to touch the glass bulb with your hands. Check for moisture as well and make
sure that you dry it up before putting back the headlight assembly in place. The three most
important components you need to check are the bulb, the wires, and the fuse. Make sure that
they are properly functioning and your headlights are giving off enough light. Should you find
the bulb to be burnt out, the wires frayed, or the fuse blown, do the necessary repair or
replacement. If one of your headlights is already defective and requires replacement, make sure
that you still change them in pairs to attain balanced lighting. It is an SUV with the heart of a
utility truck. So you drive it day and night to all destinations that you wanted. During the day,
you are able to navigate well with your SUV considering all the creature comforts and amenities
that Toyota equipped to the vehicle. However, when the sun sets and night envelopes the
horizon, you will need more effective tools to help you reach your destination. This is why
maintaining your Toyota 4Runner headlight is very important. The part illuminates your path as
you make way through under the pale moonlight. It helps you spot road bogeys, signs, and
oncoming traffic from afar. Therefore it allows you to react as quickly as possible. Without a
functional headlight at night, you might as well be considered a speeding road hazard. To
prevent that from happening here are a few ways to show your Toyota 4Runner headlight some
tender loving care. Wash away the dirt and other particles on the lens of your headlight with
clean water. This treatment should loosen up the dirt build-up on the outer surface of the lens.
Do this so often to avoid the layers of dirt from piling up over and over as you take your
4Runner out on drives. Regular washing will also prevent the build-up of stubborn materials
that become harder to remove once it combines with other elements along the way. This goes
side by side with the water treatment. Once you have loosened the dirt layers on the lens, we
advise that you also scrub it clean. Use the same sponge or wash mitt you use to clean the
panels of your car. Soak it in your favorite car cleaning solution then apply it to your headlight.
You can avoid water seeping into the headlight assembly by keeping your headlight dry after
washes. Get a clean cloth and wipe it so. Try to reach the spaces in between as well. Long
drives from state to state are exciting to do if you love adventures. It even gets better when you
drive comfortable vehicles like the Toyota 4Runner. With a vehicle like that, you can tag along
your family, friends, and colleagues to your favorite destination. But long drives also require
you to be able to withstand travelling in the night. For this, you need to be able to have all the
cooperation you can get from your vehicle. One of these is having functioning headlights. This
is one area you really need to take a look at when you want to have a safe journey that lasts for
hours on the road. So here are a few things to remember when you are diagnosing your Toyota
4Runner headlight. Tip 1: Find a safe spot where you can do your testing without being a hazard
yourself. Your safety and your SUV's are paramount when doing a diagnosis like this. To

accomplish this, you have to find yourself a safe spot away from any traffic or mobile objects.
This can be an open parking lot, a closed road, or other similar places. Drive to that spot and
park your 4Runner in an orderly fashion. This lessens, if not eliminates, the risk of any driver
from driving close to you as you perform your test. An effective headlight is able to project a
clear beam to its intended distance. However, driving to different places and exposure to
elements can take a toll on the condition of the headlight lens. To make sure that its projection
is still at par to the specifications, switch on your lights and observe how much beam gets
through your lens. If it looks hazy, it could mean that your lens could use some cleaning and
buffing. Tip 3: Check the bulbs on your headlight one by one to see if any of them is already
busted. For a safe drive, you want to make sure that all of the bulbs in your headlight are still
functional. You can check them one at a time by switching them from your instrument control.
Check for the parking lights, low beam bulb, high beam bulb, and turn signal light. Although a
few DIYers have tried using headlights that are not specific to their vehicle's model and year, it
is not advisable to do so for 4Runners that are often used for off-road activities. Since the
headlight's housing, lens shape, and hood vary across models, using a headlight not made
specifically for a particular 4Runner may be hazardous. Swapping headlights between different
generations of vehicles can result in a loose fit and gaps in the housing. This is particularly
dangerous because an ill-fitting headlight could easily fall off during bumpy roads and uneven
trails. If the owner of a 4Runner insists on swapping headlights between generations, he must
purchase a new housing that will accompany the headlight. The most likely cause of a hazy
headlight lens is exposure to harsh weather over time. However, if the headlights are newly
installed, the problem may lie somewhere other than dirt and grime buildup. In cases like this,
check on how the headlights are installed. A bad seal on the headlight's housing can lead to
accumulating condensation causing the lens to appear hazy. A loose Toyota 4Runner headlight
bulb could also be the cause of condensation inside the lens. So have that checked as well. If
both the headlight housing and bulb are installed incorrectly, bring the car to an auto shop and
have a professional take a look at the headlight for a thorough inspection. A misaligned
headlight can render the light coming from it useless since it does not illuminate the right areas
that will give the best visibility while driving. Headlights that are aimed too low would prevent
the driver from seeing as far ahead as legally required feet as per DMV laws. On the other hand,
a headlight that is aimed too high can blind drivers of oncoming cars, which can lead to
accidents and collisions. So to avoid such hazards on the road, always make sure that the
headlights are properly aligned to give the Toyota 4Runner better visibility when driving at night
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Here are the components that usually fail in a Toyota 4Runner headlight assembly and what
you could do about them: Burnt-out bulb If one of your headlights is not working, the first thing
to check is the bulb. Faulty wire If both of your headlights are not functioning, you need to
check the connecting wires for short circuit, which could be due to moisture or damage. Blown
fuse Another possible reason for a malfunctioning headlight is a blown fuse, which could be
identified if the metal strip inside is broken. Inconsistent brightness Sometimes, you may notice

that the brightness of your headlights changes during acceleration. Toyota 4Runner Headlight
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